
Abstract
Introduction: Benign paroxysmal positional vertigo (BPPV) and cerebellar stroke can both present with vertigo. They are not com-
monly described to occur simultaneously, although BPPV remains an independent risk factor for ischaemic strokes. This paper re-
ports a patient presenting with classical BPPV shown to have cerebellar infarction.

Case Report: A 50 year old man, presenting with vertigo was diagnosed with BPPV, following clinical examination, Semont manoeu-
vre, Dix-Hallpike’s manoeuvre and Brandt Daroff exercise/ procedure. Magnetic Resonance Imaging demonstrated acute cerebellar 
infarctions, on a background of multiple vascular risk factors, suggesting these presented as BPPV.

Conclusions: Posterior-circulation stroke should be considered in patients presenting with BPPV symptoms. 

Discussion: BPPV, non-sustained vertigo triggered by changes in head position, is produced by irritation of the cupula of semicircu-
lar canals by calcium carbonate deposits. Both BPPV and posterior circulation infarctions cause vertigo, with BPPV being an indepen-
dent risk for ischaemic strokes. BPPV led to the presentation but investigation confirmed concurrent diagnosis of acute cerebellar 
infarctions. He responded to Brandt Daroff exercises and was asymptomatic at discharge. Assuming the BPPV was the presentation of 
the stroke, suggesting a central cause thereof, the underlying pathophysiology of the BPPV remains obscure. The alternative explana-
tion is that the case represents a propicious, coincidental occurrence of both diagnoses. He subsequently suffered further ischaemic 
stroke, due to an underlying clopidogrel resistance, and suffered significant morbidity as a result. Patients presenting with clinical 
diagnosis of BPPV rarely undergo screening for stroke, especially affecting the posterior circulation, potentially explaining the pau-
city of data regarding concurrent BPPV and cerebellar strokes. 
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A 50 year old man, Mr A, presented to Liverpool Hospital with a one 
day history of ataxia preceded by one week history of intermittent 
positional vertigo, especially in bed when turning to the left. His past 
medical history included type 2 diabetes mellitus (Hba1C 7.7%), 
hypertension (normotensive at admission) and dyslipidaemia (nor-
mal lipid studies at admission with the patient on statins). His Na-
tional Institute of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) score, at presenta-
tion, was 0, making expectation of stroke unlikely. On examination, 
the patient had a positive Semont’s manoeuvre and Dix-Hallpike’s 
manoeuvre, with nystagmus towards left, which was successfully 
corrected with three repetitions of Brandt Daroff exercises [6-8]. 
A CT perfusion series showed a probable right hemisphere perfu-
sion mismatch, possibly secondary to occlusion of the right Poste-
rior Inferior Cerebellar Artery (PICA). MRI of the brain, performed 
subsequently, showed several small focal areas of restricted dif-
fusion bilaterally in the posterior inferior cerebellum consistent 
with acute infarcts (Figure 1). The patient’s vertigo resolved fol-
lowing the Brandt Daroff exercises and he was commmenced on 
dual anti-platelet therapy of clopidogrel (75mg daily) and aspirin 
(100mg daily) following intial loading dose of 300mg each respec-
tively, based on the MRI findings. Trans-thoracic echocardiogram 
performed, to investigate cardio-embolic source of emboli, was un-
remarkable. The patient was discharged home following return to 
baseline fuctional status. 

Benign paroxysmal positional vertigo (BPPV) and cerebellar stroke 
can both present with vertiginous attacks [1]. These two condi-
tions are rarely described to occur simultaneously, although BPPV 
remains an independent risk factor for ischaemic strokes [1-5]. 
This paper presents the fourth report of a case of a patient who 
presented with the classical features of BPPV in whom Computer 
Tomography (CT) and subsequent Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
(MRI) demonstrated acute cerebellar infarction in whom BPPV was 
the presenting feature of the stroke.

Mr A represented to Liverpool Hospital, three days following previ-
ous admission, with ataxia and disequilibirum and a NIHSS score 
of 4 (secondary to dysarthia, upper limb ataxia and partial gaze 
palsy). He presented outside the window for either thrmobolysis 
or endo-vascular clot retrieval and was conservatively managed. 
He did not have any symptoms of BPPV during the second pre-
sentation. A CT perfusion study of the brain identified a new left 
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cerebellar hemisphere infact, in addition to mismatches from his 
previous admission. This was confirmed with a subsequent MRI of 
the brain(Figure 2). Multiple electrode aggregometry (Multiplate 
Analyser®, Roche diagnostics) test for platelet function revealed 
resistance to clopidogrel, and Mr A’s clopidogrel therapy was re-
placed with ticagrelor 90mg BD following a loading dose of 180mg. 
Mr A was subsequently discharged to a rehabiliation facility. 

Image 1: T2 weighted image of cerebellar hemispheres 
from patient’s first presentation showing bilateral acute 

and subacute infarcts.

Image 2: T2 weighted MRI of cerebellar hemispheres 
from patient’s second presentation showing an acute left 

cerebellar hemisphere infarction.
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BPPV is defined as intermittent episodes of non-sustained vertigo 
triggered by changes in head position relative to gravity [2]. Ver-
tiginous symptoms in this condition are produced by irritation of 
the cupula of semicircular canals by calcium carbonate otoliths. 
Both BPPV and posterior circulation infarctions are known causes 
of vertigo, with BPPV being significantly more prevalent [9]. BPPV 
has also been identified as an independent risk factor for ischae-
mic strokes [1]. Positional nystagmus, caused by a central lesion, is 
described in the literature with the majority of these being due to 
cerebellar involvement [9]. Central positional nystagmus is unlike-
ly to respond to interventions, such as Brandt Daroff exercises. It 
was Mr A’s vertigo, with classical features of BPPV, which led to his 
presentation to hospital, but, upon investigation, he was confirmed 
to have a concurrent diagnosis of acute cerebellar infarctions. His 
vertigo symptoms responded favourably to Brandt Daroff exercises 
and he was symptom free two days following first admission. As-
suming that the BPPV, as clinically confirmed, was the presenting 
feature of his cerebellar strokes, the underlying pathophysiology 
of the BPPV remains unclear as it would suggest a central cause 
thereof. With a potential central cause for the BPPV, it is difficult to 
explain how it fully resolved, once he underwent the Brandt Daroff 
maneouvre, acknowledging the accepted pathophysiology for BPPV. 
The alternative explanation is that of an unexpected propicious, co-
incidental occurrence of both diagnoses in a patient for whom the 
symptoms of BPPV domiated the clinical picture but led to further 
investigation to reveal the strokes. He subsequently suffered a fur-
ther ischaemic stroke, due to an underlying clopidogrel resistance, 
and suffered significant morbidity as a result. 

A review of literature shows that these two conditions are rarely 
reported to occur simultaneously [2-4, 10]. Patients presenting 
with BPPV rarely undergo screening for cerebro-vascular accidents 
(CVA), especially affecting the posterior circulation, potentially ex-
plaining the paucity of data regarding concurrent BPPV and cerebel-
lar strokes. This case, to the best of our knowledge, represents the 
fourth such presentation to be reported in the literature and, raises 
concern regarding the need for further investigation of those who 
present with BPPV, to look for subclinical stroke. In their review, 
Nelson et al suggested that four signs, viz. focal neurological defi-
cits, total ipsilateral hearing loss, inability to walk unaided and po-
sitional nystagmus should be considered as red flags for cerebellar 
stroke, in patients presenting with vertigo [11]. Patients present-
ing with any of these signs should undergo further imaging, to rule 

Discussion out posterior circulation strokes, acknowledging that the only such 
feature, seen in the current case, was that of positional nystagmus 
which was diagnosed as BPPV, on the basis of clinical examination 
and response to standard, conservative intervention, applying the 
Brandt Daroff maneouvre.

This paper reports a further case of BPPV shown to have concur-
rent cerebellar hemisphere infarction. The presence of vascular risk 
factors, prompted parallel investigations for a CVA while managing 
the BPPV. The resultant diagnosis of two different pathologies high-
lights the need for a broader approach to vertiginous patients. It 
is imperative that appropriate history taking and examination, for 
other causes of disequilibrium, be extended to patients presenting 
with BPPV, to look for posterior circulation strokes. 

Conclusion
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